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Structural Integrity Assessment of Maxus Widuri process platform

Wanen C. Whiter and Herman perera2'

ABSTRACT

The.Structural lhtegrity Asse&sment of Maxus Wkluri process platform was carrietl
out using the API latest recomnendatiotts i.e. Full pktstic Collapse ,lnitysis. This 

^ 
the fi.l't

study c,arried out in Indonesia inplenenting the state,of-the Art technology. The paper briefty
describes the engineeing and analytical nrcthottology used in this proiict.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

At the 1994 lnstitute of Technology (lTB) conference p.T Wirazee Adhi read a paper
titled "Guidelines for the re-assessment of existing offshore platfonns,,. In this jajer,
we,.introduced methodology for the re-analysis of platforms using the Full plastic
Louapse Analysis method (FPCA). In September 1996, Maxus Southeast Sumatra
Inc. (MAXUS) with P.T Wirazee Adhi (WIRAZEE) as engineering consultants carried
out a structural integrity assessment on an existilg active platform, Widuri hocess.

This is the fint instance in Indonesia the FPCA method had been utilized for such
analysis. This paper surnmarizes the analysis canied out.on the Widuri _ process
platform to access its strufiural integdty. The paper will include a brief description
of the platform, loading considered, meihodology and analytical techniques adopred,
conclusions and recorn-rnendations.

WMURI-P PLATFORM

The Jacket is an eighr legged templale lype structure. with 54 inch diameter
legs located in 68.615 fi warer deprh. The spacing ar rhe W.O.p (level +
I9.865')is50.0 x 140.0 to acconrmodate a deck struclure. The four comer
legs are l: 8 double batter and the fbur intermedjate legs are l:g single batter.
Horizontal framings are at levels (-) 68.635, interm;diate and (*j 14.365,
above water level. Tle vertical faces, ouler and inner faces are ,,X, braced.

Two boat landings and two cranes are located on Dlatform North and East
Sides.

1.1
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The deck structue has four elevations which are :-

Upper mairr de,k lR: i:]19:r?lf
ru iu i"  O". t  ; ; i  r ' )47081'
Cellar decl_ i.o! (+) 29 5
Sub cellar deck

tr'"".ffi :*+::*,#*i's{t*:'#{:*ll*
deck.

i*,:***;,#***l**:11;':1"$l1[::"l"T;i:]ii"x
Dl'ece refer to attached sketches for Widuri complex layout and widuri

er_o-""t" Ptuttot' arrangement

1.3

I
I
t

The specific Scope of Work for the proleclwas as follows :-

;J":;:"::;*:rs:rli^*:l$L#"i1f ii:i":"ff xlil..:l'J:}tr:,T.'Jff ;l:ll;:1i3'5r5!,tiii::ilil?fr",:'i'#l'l:liv.tr*il*t.ln":'J,Tift"T';;iffi Bl;;f ft*{ i;tr1i:54
nii*x *r*u*rilii'dilii"";,|:ii.'{ji}5 li :*::;l'.lllll'*
$j"'j':',::ru::"lffil,:i HjlIffi '"l'"'o"i"a'" 

increase RsR to an

accePtance value "

(2)



2.O PROCDDURE FOR RF-ASSESSMENT

The philosophy adopted for the assessment of widuri-P platform is briefly described
in this section. Detailed methodology and nanative for rnajor activities are described
in appropriate sections of this parer.

For structural infegrity assessment methodology, please refer to sketch SK-2.01.

STRUCTURAL MODEL

l. At the colnmencemert of the project all available infomation on the
platform was collected into a design criteria document to be adopted
for the study.

2. A accurate slruclural model of the platfonn was compiled and
validated. The validity of the integrity study will depend primarily on
the accuracy of model, Hence, it is important dlat the platform model
is as accumte as possible. lt was checked and verified.

2.2 JACKET INTEGRITY

Once the structuml model is validated, the study will follows two (2) paths.
Fi$t member checks for reserve strength, and secondly checks for fatigue life
of the jacket.

2.3 MEMBERVERF'ICATION

Platform structural members are verified in the following manner.

l. Carry out traditional elastic analysis on structure with pile/soil
inteEction (PSl). lf all the member passes the code check no further
action will be taken.

2.1

2. Check for Platfonn Reserve
unmamed and 1.5 for maned
Analysis (FPCA).

lf the RSR value is grater than

Strength Ratio (RSR) of 1.32 for
platforms using Full Plastic Collapse

the required value no further analysis3.
15 necessary.

lf RSR is not acceptable check platform rating,
critical.

and establish if is

(3)



5. If not critical postpone remedial action but monitor platform. Establish
critical memberc. Revise platform inspection schedule.

If critical, carry our risk assessment.

If the risk is acceptable postpone remedial action but monitor platform
as stated in step 5.

If the dsk is not acceptable undertake remedial action.

Carry out fatigue life assessment for jacket using spectral method. The
methodology and the criteria to be adopted for spectral fatigue analysis
has to be ve fied and formulated.

Check whether the platform has joints with low faligue life.

If all joints have acceptable fatigue life no action will be taken,

If critical joints are identin€d, ca.rry out underwater inspection to
conJirm joint cracks.

If no cracks are found, monitor joints and review inspection schedule.

If cracks are located conduct fraature mechanics / finite €lement
analysis. Check whether the qacks will propagate, during life of
platform.

If it is ooncluded that the cracks will not propagate monitor critical
joints and review inspection schedule.

If cracks arc likeiy to propagate check platform ruting and follow ftom
step four (4) as stated in Section 4.3 member verification.

2.4 JOINT I1ERIFICATIO N

tacl@t Joint Fatigue Life Criteria was ascertained in the following marner.

8.

l .

2.

3.

5.

6.

'7.

8.

(4)



COMPUTEN PROGRAMS USED

For the study lhe Structural Analysis Computer Syslems-(SACS) a sui(e of

Drosrans bY Ensineering Dvnamics Inc {EDT) was uiilized sAL) ls a

corn'outer svsemi most suited for the analysis/design of offshore stuclures

such as jaci<ets and topsides.

The SACS suite comprises of a number of integated modules which addresses

all the analysis canied out for this study.

Details of the SACS Fogram is enclosed in ApPendix A'

(5)



3,0 STRUCTURAL MODEL

A comprehensive soillile modcl was comoiled .
properties of at various soil slrata levels.

Thc structural model compriscd of g50 nodes and 1437 mcmb€rs. Th€ structural andsou mooel ploB are enclos€d,

(6)

This included P-Y, T-2, end bearing
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4.0 ELASTIC ANALYSIS

The htst stage of the structuml integrity study was to carry out an elastic pile/soil
inteBction (PSI) analysis. For the primary load cases the following were coiNidered.

l .
2.
3.
4.
) .

6.

Buoyant weight of structurc
Appurtenance weights
Equipment loads for operating and storm conditions
Super loads for opemting and storm conditions
Crane loads
Envhonmental loads for operating and stom conditions. T'hese were
considercd for twelve fl2) direction of action.

For the analysis thity seven (37) load cases and twenty four (24) Ioad combinations
were aonsidered.

PSI analysis was carried out first for the API-RP2A and secondly for API-LRFD
codes. The critical members are as follows t-

MEMBER LOCATION
u,c

REMARKS
RP2A LRFD

s22-505
107 -7 s6
523-890
705-889
JIJ-5IJ

518-892
603-650
615-639
715-936
940-646
601-940

Sub cellar deck
Jacket Brace
Sub cellar deck
Main deck
Sub cellar deck
Sub cellar deck
Cellar deck
Cellar deck
Upper main deck
Cellar deck
Cellar deck

1.523
1.049
r.839
0.913
1,587
1.704
0.764
1.002
0.857
0.594
0.788

0.992
0,963
0.941
0.894
0.905
0.903
0.892
0.886
0.876
0.868
0.859

From the PSI result it was seen that the member stresses were acceptable for elastic
analysis. From an amlyical point of view the member stress criteria has been
satisfied hence no further analysis is required. On the other hard the analysis
identified a number of critical members. Hence it was decided to carry out the FPCA
analysis. The objective of this analysis was :-

To identify the critical members
To investigate the additional loads the pladorm will sustain.b)

(7 )



5.0 PLASTIC COLLAPSE ANALYSIS

'Plastic Collapse' mode of assessment offeN an improved design concept over the

linear 'Elasticl theory in the analysis/re-analysis of structutes The-elastic method is

bas€d on the allowable stress criteria while in the plastic method the ultimate stress

is taken into consideration. Hence, the plastic mode of assessment offels an

economical solution over the consewative elastic method in the re{eftification of

existing offshore jackets.

The basic concept of the plastic theory is as follows !

When a member reaches the ultimate stress, plastic hinges will be formed at the hot

spots. This will make th€ structure as a whole less rigid Additional loads.due to

subsequent load increments at the member gone plastic will be redistributed to the

adjacent members. This phenomena (progressive collapse ofmembers) will continue

,rntil th" s-"tor" 
"t " 

whole will collapse or 'pushed over" The ratio of the ultimate

load to that of working load will be th; factor of safety for the structurc which is also

known as Reservc Strength Ratio (RSR).

BASIC PEILOSOPHY

The tundamental objective in Full Plastic Collapse Analysis (FPCA) is to
establish the Reserve Strength Ratio (RSR) of a platfom at its current status
to its ultimate collapse stage.

The RSR is to quantity the amount of reserve shength in a platform beyond
the point of firsicomponent failure. The RSR is the latio of base shear value
at piatform collapse to that of the l0O years enviromental load'

5.1

(8)



The basic philosophy is as follows :

R (Rs/Fs, Rf/Ff) > Fd x D + Fe x E)

Where :

R

Rs

Rf

D

E

Fd

Fe

Uhimate platform strength

Nonliner structural strength

Nonlinear foundation stength

Non-Environmental Load

Enviroffnental Load

Load factor on non-envirorynental load - 1,0

lrad factor an envircnmental loads

L 15 for unmamed platforms not used for
storage

oil or gas

Fs

Ff

1.30 for all other platfoms

Material factor for structure

Material factor for foundation

l . l5

1.30

Rewriting the inequality above, we have

R (Rs, Fs/Ff x R0 > Fd x Fs x D + Fe x Fs x E

Sub'stituting the factors, the bequality will reduce to :

R (Rs, f/1.13) > 1.5 x D + 1.32 x E fo! unmranned platfonn not used
for oil or gas stonge.

or 1.15 x D + 1.50 x E for all other platfoms.

(e)



52 METEODOLOGY

L Frcm the PSI analysis canied out, the cdtical load condition producing

the maximum base shear was identified and used for incremental

environmental load increase'

2. Plastic analysis was commencetl introducing geomctric. snd tnaterial
" 

"*i..tni-t 
the mcmbers Joint flexibility' fomation of Plastic

iti"""t'*J'n rr 
^""-lineadty 

of the soil-pile-smrcture int€mction was

nkin into considcration

3. A 1.15 toad factor was applied to all non envircnmental toads-snd the
- 

un"i-n an 
"f 

load was 
-increased ftom lO till Slobal collaPse.of

platform. The environmenial load increment steps were ser ro u'uJ'

4. At collapse the RSR valuc was det€rmincd'

5, A 'Collapse Contour" for the platform may b€ construsted based.on
"' 

,rt" n"ti'pit lott nsn factors in rcspective envto nental adion

dircctions.

The number of load cases necQssary for the dlrection of thit ""?lY!:

"*torf' 
*itt U" 

" 
.inimum of six (6) toad conditions' two cach rom

end'on, broad side' and diagonal directions'

8. If the platfom collaps€ with RSR factor less than the required value'
- 

th";l,tfi" ;ructuni comPonent shall be identified for fruther analysis

or remedial action.

For the study only two directional loads for FPCA was casied out' Thes€ two

ir*-c,i^ i"tt ht,"rmined based on the maximum bas€ sheat ftom PsI

analysis.

From the FPCA caried out the followitrg conclusions were made'

1. Collapse will occur due to th€ yielding of piles rather than the collapse

of jacket rnembers.

2. Critical members in the jacket was identified This'will enable due
- 

Jt" 
"ia"""trJeration 

begiven when considering future extetrsions or

additions.

53
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6.0 FATIGUE ANALYSIS

Structures such as offshore platforms, subjected to large numben of cyclic oscillating
loads caused by recurring wave action may fail even at very low nominal stress levels.
This mode of failure, called fatigue has been recognize for many years and a great
deal of research has been canied out to develop analysis and design procedures to
minimise the occurrence of such failures.

Fatigue failure occurs when micro-cracks develop and propagate until the material
ftactures. ln welded frames such as offshore iackets the ioint welds are Drone to
fatigue failure.

The most common approach to estimate the ability of a structure to survive repetitive
loading is based on Palrngren - Minor accumulation of damage hlpothesis.

As data required for spectral fatigue analysis was not available, it was decided to carry
our deteministic fatigue analysis for this study.

FATIGUE ANALYSIS PROCEDURE

The procedure adopted for fatigue analysis is briefly described in this section.

Please refer to sketch SK-6.01 for procedure flow chart.

STDP-1 : Pile Soil lnternction (PSD Analysis

Carry out PSI analysis to genemte "equivalent" foundation matrix and to
include hydrodynamic effects on the structule.

As the dynamic analysis adopted uses linear theory, the non-linear foundations
must be replesented by a linear equivalent system. The PSI analysis in the
SACS gograms is used to generate an equivalent foundation stifhess natrix
or super-element to represent the foundation for dynamic analysis. To generate
this matrix a typical fatigue wave is adopted and applied in'X' and 'Y'
horizontal directions.

The SEASTATE, progmm was evoked prior to PSl, to generate the
enviroimental loading due to the waves and also to generate the hydrodynamic
effects of urunodelled items such as narine groMh, anodes, etc.

6.1

( 11)



Dynamic analysis is carriecl out 1(] generate the dynamic characteristics of the

ofutiot-. fft""" includes natural rnode shapes, natural periods and modal

inte^ut loud. and stress vectors For dynamic analysis the loads considered

are, self weight including buoyancy, weight of appurtenalce and equrpment

loads for the operating condition

The DYNPAC prcgram generates structural mass for all modelled elements'

The loading describecl are also converted into ioint or membel mtisses'

Consistent mass was Senerated for the analysis'

STEP-2 t)ynamic ADalYsis

STEP-3 : Wavc Rcsponse AlalYsis

STEP.4 : Fatigue AnalYsis

The wave response is used lo compule the Steady State System response,of the

platform subject lo wave action (i.e response to various 
-wave/height

combinations-from each wave direotion) The WAVE RESPONSE program

interacts with the dynanic analysis program DYNPAC for dynamic

charactelistic and wave ki elnatics. lt thell produces rnodal response usecl to

calculate the intenul loads of ntembcrs

For deterministic procedllre lhe steady response of the stnlcture is calculated

due to the passagi of the clefined wave spectrurn For the analysis the wave

action was considered in eight (8) directions.

Flom the wave data supplied an appropriate nurnber of wave heights with

conesponding periocls were selected to clefine the relatiolNhip between wave

heighi and stieis range. '[he stress ratrge tbr each wave and the number of

occurence was then used k) detefllline fatigue damage

Fatigue is a post processitlg program to evaluate the stnrcture performance

with respect io faiigue failLrrc. lt uses the results of dynamic and wave

responsJar,aly"i. to evaluate the stresses tbr tubular cross secfions around the

welded connections.

The Fatigue progratlt uses thc bmce. stress conccnttatiotl factor (SCF'S) to

calculate stress tmnst'er tirictions for eight (8) posilions arornd the

circumfetence, and ol1 each sir]e, of each brace/chorcl connection in the

structure. Tllese SCFS are autonlatically calculated based'upoll structural

geometry and rnenbel illternal loacls The co relalions to produce SCFS are

built in to the progmrn (1rrl,v be user supplied)'

(  t2)



'Illc vave maurance dab is usod by thc Fstiguo program to calculate
srress/cyclc data for each of thc oight (t) points Eround 8nd on cach sidc of the
brrcc chord mnncc,tions of 0|e structr?c. this data is thon used with thc
spedfiod 9.N culvcs to ddermine thc fatiguc &lragc of caoh brac€/chold
corul€ction of the structurc.

(13)



62 ANALYSIS

Struchual analysis canied out for the fatigue asiessment of the jacket is as

follows : -

6.2.r PSt ANALYSIS

rhe sructunl and soil model .'sed ror,tl$,Iflfl1Xi#i ",l";lii;
OPtions to create an equivalenl
il".""tia 

-a 
rhe PSi analysis was carried out

The selected fatigue wave was -

62,2 DYNAMIC ANALYSIS

rhe structumr moder -i''*ls ';:.ff::'il|iil 3ffi:1fl1
loads were considered lne

appurtenanc€, op€rating equipment €tc'

First fifteen (15) mocles and consistence mass" oPtion were selecled'

The 'GRPOV" oFion wa.q used so as not to include the wate! lnsloe

piii, "'i "' + #:: 1 ". Tlf i,ff;, ";S"il,-t"TJff"lff ;:
include to the superelement rr

dYnarnic analYsis run stream'

Direction (Deg)

0.0

90.0

5.1

5.1

3.0

3,0

t0

l l

(14 )



The results of the Dynamic Analysis may be summarized as follows :-

MODE
NO.

FREQUENCY
(cPs)

PERIOD
(sEcoND)

I o;t2315 1.3828

, 0;162958 1.3106

J. 0.924830 1.0812

4. t.876203 0.5329

5. 2.3759t8 0.3882

6. 2.586585 0.3856

't. 2.781088 0.3595

E. 2.861982 o.3494

9. 2.959121 0.337E

10. 3.593613 0.2782

l l . 3.639468 0.2747

12. 3.681494 0.21t6

lJ . 3.69066E o.2709

t4. 3.7 t5939 0.2691

l ) . 3.737424 0.2675

Thc model olots are enclosed.

(15)



6.2.3 WAVE RESPONSE ANALYSIS

Wave Response Analysis was caried out using the "Dynanic

Analvsis' model nli rhe dynamic oplions were retained The

.up.rel"."nt for lhe PSt {iffness matrix dynamic mass and mooe

output from the dynamic analysis were included in the Wave Response

analysis.

Eisht (8) directional analysrs were carried out (0"' 45"' 90" 135"'

it6", 2s",270' and ll5;) for the following ten (10) fatigue w€ves'

usinj eigltt(s) toaa points in each wave The first fifteen(Is) modes of

vibEtion werc used in analYsis

The results of these
in eight (8) separate

analvsis (80 load cases per dtection) were stored
files for post processing by fatigue

6.2.4 FATIGUE ANALYSIS

Fatisue analvsis was u'ed to calculale the Fatigue lives using the six

ttunfi*a oni fonv (640) load cases produced by the wave^ response

-4"i.. 
putlnr"'f i*s were determined using API X prime SN ctrrves

"n,l 
k*ans arld Wonlsworth SCF factors

Heisht (ft)

4.50
5.10
5.60
6.00
6.30
6.60
6.90
1.20
7.50
7.50

1.0
3.0
5,0
7.0
9.0
11.0
13.0
t5.0
17.0
19,0

l .
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

(  16 )



6.4 RESULTS

The results of the analysis are su[unarized in this section.

The criticsl joints are r

JOINT
NO.

MEMBER FAT1CUE LtrE
(YEARS)

REMARKS

3t3
JU:
203
213

3t3-264
305-260
2r3-203
214-2t3

3t.273
34.992
38.017
97.557

leg
leg

biaae
brace

(11 )



B)

7.O CONCLUSIONS

From the analysis carried out lhe following conclusion; were made

A) JACKET

1. Overall, the jacket was found tobe satisfactory' The critical members
ate the piles.

2. I'oc,al failure may occur if additional loads were applied to brac€
members sp€cially through riser zupports. .

3. If additional facilities are to be provided such as future risers their
positionilc need to be very carefully investigated.

4. It is recommended that inspection be canied out for cracks in the
following nodes (3 1 3, 3O5, 203' 213\.

DECK

1. Same deck area showed overstress specially in the lower cellar deck'
This need to b€ carefully studied.

2. Any future additions need not only be checked locally but also for
overall criteria.

(  t8 )
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APPENDIX

THEORETICAL BASIS OT SACS COLLAPSE PROGRAM
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SACS COLLAPSE PROGRAM

The SACS Collapse program is a result of combiring an enhancing the SACS lV, PSI and

Large deflection aLDFI prograrns into a new nonlinear strucnlral analysis system for offshore

plat-torms. EDI has developed in the Collapse prograrn an easy to use 
-unique 

solution

procedure that uses a large d;flection, intemctive, tangent dircct stiffness solution technique

io solve for the geometric and material non-linearities associated with the ultimate load

capacity of a siruciure This new prograrn is fully integrated into the SACS suite of Fograms

"nd 
o"it 

"t 
input the same slructural model data used for standards SACS IV/?SI analyses

Membqs in the Collapse prcgram are automatically descdtized by using sub-segments along

the length and sub-arias io difine the cross section. Plate finite elements are automatically

subJayled through the thickness. Malerial proPenies defaull to- perfectly. elastic/Perfectly

plastic Specified stiess-strain relations based on subJayered rnaterial propelties and

inclucling stiain hardening are oplional. Tubular connection flexibility, capacity and failure

are calciulated empiricaliy. The pile foundation can be reprcsented using the same

rnathematical procedure found in th; sAcs PSI program The pile is modeled as a beam-

column on a non-linear foundation (soil) The pile finite element model is the sahe as for

membels described above. Load incrementation is completely controlled by the user and

includes multiple load cases with muhiple load increment step size. converge is controlled

tfuough displaiements and maximum iterations per load increment The Collapse View

plog;m all;ws the user to display the analysis procedute graphically including colour coded

plasticity, hinges and corutection failures.

(  2 l  )



PROGRAM FACILITIES

A. MEMBERS

Member elements are divided by default into g sub_segments. The user has control
over the number of sub-segments used for each memb;r in the analysis. Each sub-
s€gm€nt.is treated as a separate membei for sliffness calculation. The complete
m€mber is treated €s a superelement with the intermediate nodes along the member
oerng recuced as the stiffness is calculated. The deflected shape of the member is
represented by all subsegments.

Member cross sections are represented by g to 16 sub_areas depending on cross
sectlon type. As an example, tubular cross section is divided into 12 sub_areas or arc
lengths. Each sub-area (arc length) is checked for plasticity using Von Mises strcsses
during each stiffness iteration. This allows toi the gridual llastification of the
member ctoss section. permaneDt set and strain hardening are included tor each sub_
area after plasticity occurs. When all sub-areas of the iross section become fully
plastic,. a temporary hinge is formed for the sub-segment of the rnember containini
that sub-area. The strain history is recorded for each sub-area which allows the
member element to retain plastic deformation and residual stress. Distotion of the
cross. s€ction during loading is not inciuded in the stiffness analysis. Hinge along the
member length can folm ftom other causes. Local buckling of the member cross
section is calculated empirically and is treated 

"" 
paraun"nihing" in the member.

uonnecnon capacity accedence at the member ends is calculated empirically and ap€rmanent hinge is placed at that location. Other cross section ty;es are treated
similarly.

An ite&tive large deflection solution is completed for each member to generate the
member elemental stiffness. The stiffness solution includes the end displacements
from. the global strucrural analysis and the distributed loacls along the length of the
member. During the solution iteration process for the stiffness -of 

the member the
sub-segment propedies are rnodjfied due to plasticity and local buckling along the
length and through the cross section. Also, the end stiffness are modified due to
corulection plasticity or failure. Member buckling is an intrinsic part of the member
Iarge deflection solution. The ntrmber of buckling modes for a m;mber is limited to
the number of sub-segments used for that member.
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B. PLAIES

Rat plate elements are divided into 5 sublayers thorough the thickness. Each sub-
layer is treated as a separate plate for stiffness calculation. The complete plate is
fteated as superclem€nt with the intemediate nodes being reduced as the sliffness is
calculated, Tte plate element is not segmented along its surface. Each subJayer can
become plastic and self equilibrating forces are added to that sub-layer to reduce the
load to the elastic limit. Plate buckling and snap tl[ough are includpd in the large
deflection finite element mesh solution. Also, the strain history of each subJayer is
recorded which allows the plate element to retain plaslic deformation residual stress.

Tirbular coffrcction flexibility is modeled empirically using Efthymiou formulas. this
optional featurc insefts a set of springs between the member ens and the connecting
nodes. \ryhen this option is selected the member/comection rotational failure mode
is also aalculated, For tubular member the failure mode is based on the Marshall and
Gates procedure. When a failure mode is reached, the member stiffrEss is
permanently removed from the s1ructure. Connection yielding is modeleo as a
permanent hinge and is calculated using API-LRFD ultimate sfi€ngth formi as.

LOADING

The loads are applied to the model in incremelts sp€cified by ore user, Any number
of load case6 can b€ used during the load incrementation and the increment st€p size
can be changed for any load case during the analysis. Load fastors can be incrcssed
and decreas€d the total load for any load condition. Any member, plate or nodal load
type available in SACS IV can be used in rhe Collapse program. This includes
concentated and distributed loads and specified nodal disDlacements.

c.
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D. PILE / SOIL

The Collapse program acceprs pile / soil input from the SACS PSI program. Soil data
is input as lateal P-Y curves, itxial T-Z curves and end bearing Q-Z curves. Soil
properties can vary with pile penetration. The pile is represented as a set of
segmented members as described in the MEMBER section above. The user has
contrcl over the number of sub-segments used for the analysis with 100 sub-segments
being the default values. A large deflection beam-colunn supported on non-linear
springs analysis is performed. Pile plasticity and hinges are calculated using the same
method described in the MEMBER section above. The effective stiffness is calculated
at the pilehead and this is added lo the platform stifftesi for each solution iteration
of the entire stlucture. The pile sriffness are calculated independently for each pile.

: ;
_i l
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The collapse program uses a double level itention solution procedurc to account for elementaland global non-linearities. The following is a description of the cornpt"J noi-tin"u, 
"r,ayri.proc€due.

Initial Solution

For the initial solution fo! the first load increment the following procedure is used :

l) All structural elements are assumed to be linear.

2) Pile $iffness is based on zero lateral displacement and rotation at the pilehead,

3) Deflections sI€ calculated for all nodes.

Iteratlve Solution

Fo! all Eubsequent solution iterations the following procedure is used ;

1) Mcmber and deflection ftom the previous global solution are used as boundaryconditions for the non-linear member stiffiress solutions.

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

Members are divided into g sub-segments,

Member cross sections are divided into E to 16 sub-.arcas.

Connection stiffiless are calculated.

Disldbuted and concentrated loads are applied along the mcmbers.

A lslge deflection, iterative, tangent direct sliffness solution is pcrformcd foreacn rnember and Dlate element.

a) hltial plastic cross s€ction can develop for each sub_segment or sub_rayer.

b) Total plastic cross sections can d€velop and arc treated as temDorary
hinges for each sub-segments or sub-layer,

c) Memte,r local buckiing can develop and is trelted as pennrnent hinge
tgr egch sub-seement-

. (25)



d)

D

7.

8.

9.

t0.

IL

a)

b)

Member corutection plasticity can develop and is treated as apernanent plastic hinge.

Member.connection failure due to excessive rotation can develop andis beated as permanent failure_

Stain histories are recordecl to retain plastic deformation and residualstress.

Each pile- stiffness is calculated using a large deflection beam column solutionsupponed by non-tinear springs. pit-e plasilctd- il;", ;;;;ilffifi,e;

Aodglobal solution is performed and new deflections are calculated for all

:::.1i,1_,I"*h !. ?r. repeated until the convergence requiremenrs are met andequrlbnum conditions are salisfi ed.

The next load increment is aDplied an a
final slifhess mat.jx from ,,;; 0r.","", 

t"::rTj;:ttion is p€dormed usins the

Steps t tfuough I0 are repeated until one of the conditions below is met;

All load increments are complete,

User specified global maximum deflection is exceeded.

Excessive iterations due to global collapse.

The aomplete incremental historv of the suuctu€s displacem€nts, loads, plastrcity,buckling an conneation faitures ls retained f", 
"il "t.;;;';;';'ffiJ.Jil, ""

Collapse View prograh.
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D. FINITT ELEMENT / FRACTURE MECHANICS ANALYSIS OF JOINTS

On identification of the possible 'hot'joints following Finite Element / Fracture
Mechanics Analysis will be undertaken for these joints.

Methodology

A consistent method based on either stress intensity factor or the CTOD method shall
be used. Should CTOD nrethod be used. A realistic CTOD value will be proposed
for OPERATOR S approval, as there is no available test data.

The platforms anomalies data supplied by OPERATOR shall be used as a basis for
the evaluation ofthejoint adequacy and any assumptions rt|ade to supplement the data
for the analysis shall have the OPERATOR'S apprcval p or to analysis execution.

The methodology described in BSI PD6493 (preferably using lrvel Il and ru) or
DNV codes as given in Section 9.0 shall form the basis to cheak thc joints, in t€Im
of crack propagation evaluation, acceptance of defect and fatigue life of the joint.

The assessment would require global and local stress analysis to ascedain the stress
lange of the joint in an uncracked situation. The stress components aritical for
fracture evaluation shall be that peryendicular to the plan of the defect. The loads
used shall be that which derived the stress ranges i.e. due to wave loading alone.
Speatral apFoach will be used for fatigue damage analysis.

Should no defect data be available, finite element analysis shall be done on the joints
identified by the Company to re-asses the Stress Concentration Factors used and thus
de ve the new fatigue life of the joiltts in question.
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To predict crack propagation the Paris equation shall be applied.

da/dN =
Where dK

N=

m=

c(dK)^'
Kmax - Kmin
Number of cycles
Crack depth
Cmck growth pammeter
Material constant

The stress intensity factor is I

Wherc :

K

o

w

The cIack growth is found by inregrating the Paris'equation as follows:

Where

01
= J d0 lG., /n.a\  /  (C.w"vrr .Aom)

= Number of cycles necessary to increase the
defect from the initial size, c0, to final effect
SlZe gi

= Stress range

Nb

Nb

Ao

a.g/T.a

Nominal stress in the member nonnal to the
crack

A factor depending on the geometry of the
menlber and rack

Characteristics le[gth, i.e. member thiclness

To determine the number of stress cycles to cause a cenain amount of qack
growth in a specific geometry the integral.

I = Ida I G.ln.a). has to be evaluated for the
specific'geometry and boundary conditions.

Based on the results of the analysis above, a joint reability index is to be
ascedained and a comparison shall b€ made with the real inspection results to
derive an approxintate inspection schedule for joints.

(28)
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F. RTSK ASSESSMENT

Risk assessment basis and data are generally unique to each opeEtor as it is targeted
at the various remedial actions proposed to stren$hen the structure such that the RSR
will not fall below l 32 or 1.50 respectively at the point of sffucture collapse,

A generalised method is described in this section.

Methodology

The basic equation guiding the risk assessment is given below :
E(t)=E(D+c(f)*Pa*N

where
E(t) = Expected total cost
E(i) = B^*.,"0 lnitial cost
C(D = Future Cost associated to collapse
Pa = Annual probability of failure
N = Number of years of remaining service life,

E(t) shall be computed for each and all of the feasible/practical options which could
improve the RSR of the structure. Consultant is also to include the "Do Nothing"
option. For a manned platform, the RSR of L50 is minimum. Remedial action shall
be carried out should the platfonn's RSR falls below this value.

The environmental load level at which collapse occurred ( as per criteria of collapse
in the analysis) shall be translated into the corresponding return period in a
deterministic manner.

The sensitivity of differcnt cost scenarios shall be investigated by considering the
uDDer and lower bound values.

Cost
Options

Upper Bound Lower Bound

I PluS and abandon wells Not Roquired

2 Salvage Structure and

3 Strensthening only (for ecb
lreoethening optiotr, cos! and Pa

Redrill wells Not Required

5 Loss of P.oduclion=3 Loss of Production:6 m$s
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